Winfrog Ship Configuration

Width of Bow = 0.5 m  
Width of Stern = 21.34 m  
Origin to Bow = 68.28 m  
Origin to Stern = 74.98 m  
Origin to Bow Curve = 45.52 m  
Origin to Starboard Side = 10.67 m  
Origin to Port Side = -10.67 m  
Moonpool Width = 5.0 m  
Moonpool Fwd/Aft = 0.0 m  
Moonpool Port/Stbd = 0.0 m  

GPS antenna offset from Origin  
Antenna Fwd/Aft = -46.33 m  
Antenna Stbd (OMNISTAR) = 3.05 m  
Antenna Port (Ashtech) = -3.05 m  

DP GPS Antennas

Trimble GPS antenna offset from Origin  
Antenna Fwd/Aft = 47.9 m  
Antenna Port = -1.68 m  

Ashtech GPS antenna offset from Origin  
Antenna Fwd/Aft = 43.89 m  
Antenna Port/Atbd = -3.05 m m